Working Student (m/w/d)
Strategy & Development
in Munich
starting as soon as possible

In your role, you have the chance to support our digital strategy team and therefore get insight into exciting aspects of Knauf’s business.

We need your energy and your curiosity to explore the digital arena. Based on your research, we are able to build our analysis.

Based in our modern office in the heart of Munich you help to generate insights and maintain exhaustive overview on industry trends in Construction, Building Materials, Venture Capital, Startups and Tech giants.

If this exciting job resonates to your interests, we are looking forward to your application (only CV) to Sostmann.Kai-Philipp@knauf.de

Your Task
- With your strong passion and affinity to high quality you enjoy going deep into details to bring essential information into accurate, well developed documents and charts
- With your interest in digital industry trends (like startups, apps and platforms), you are well able to highlight developments in the Construction and Building Materials as well as in the E-Commerce, Manufacturing and Logistics industry
- You conduct your investigations and original analysis and communicate in English
- You build, review, update and manage our internal Knowledge Base and share fresh and commercially relevant industry expertise on ad-hoc basis in our projects
- You work in a fast pace environment across regions and help the organization and your peers
- You become part of a group of outstanding individuals who work with passion and celebrate their success together

Your Profile
- You are a currently enrolled student at a university or a university of applied sciences (preferably Master student)
- You are fluent in English – German is a plus
- You have advanced skills in MS Office (Excel, PowerPoint)
- You gained first working (internship) experiences in a business context, e.g. corporate strategy or research function, start-up or consulting
- You have strong conceptual capabilities and at the same time you are a self-starter with a hands on mentality
- You have passion and knowledge about digital opportunities in the manufacturing and/or supply chain and logistics context
- You are able to analyze, synthesize and translate research with attention to detail
- You are able to work in a fast-paced environment and have strong qualities to work as an effective team player with a high colleague-help-attitude

Find more information about Knauf here https://www.knauf.de/profi/karriere/